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On February 2, 2019 the Kappa Nu Chapter co-hosted a Leadership conference with the High
School National Honor Society. The officers of Kappa Nu collaborated with Forest High School to
help plan, implement and lead the conference. This conference was attended by students from the
local High Schools. They got to experience workshops on different Leadership topics and communication exercises. The officers from Kappa Nu and Kyle Kerlew, President of Upsilon Eta, led the
workshops. There were workshops about Planning, Problem Solving, Time Management, Communication and more. The event started at 9 a.m. with a welcome from Allan Danuff, Advisor for
Kappa Nu. After the welcome, the students got to play the icebreaker “Dragon Virus” which was a
lot of fun. After this the students got to go into their breakout sessions. Each session had an ice
breaker / leadership exercise and lasted for 50 minutes. There were 4 breakout sessions in all.
During lunch, which consisted of Chick-Fil-A sandwiches and BBQ Ribs, there was a guest speaker. After lunch it was back to the last of the breakout sessions before the closing remarks. A lot of
fun was had by all and the students really enjoyed the experience. The current and incoming officers of the NHS at Forest High School were thrilled with this whole event and are looking forward
to the next one, which will be sometime this fall or next spring.
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Recruitment for Alpha Alpha Kappa
Recruitment is one of the most
grueling challenges for any group, club, or social organization. This task is more difficult when you are a group operating from the
smallest campus in a 4-campus college and are sharing your eligible member list with 3 sister chapters. Many students who start
their degree program at the Titusville campus of Eastern Florida State College take at least one course at another EFSC campus
before graduation. Even if a course is online, the pupil may become registered as a multi-campus enrollee if their E-Learning instructor is from another campus. This cross-enrollment can make it difficult for a small chapter to grow.
For the Fall 2018 semester the Alpha Alpha Kappa chapter received an eligible member list from admissions that contained 345
names, 45 of which were listed as already existing once the list was uploaded to PTK for invitation processing. As a new chapter
president, I felt we had a very good chance of attaining REACH rewards and decided to take a more proactive approach during our
invitation period. Unfortunately, I was unaware of the cross-enrollment issues and had no idea that more than half of the names on
our eligible member list were also on our sister chapters’ lists.
As part of my proactive approach to recruitment I personally emailed the 300 students remaining on our list to congratulate them
on their academic achievement and introduce myself. In my communication I included the schedule of our 4 orientation sessions,
my contact information, and an invitation to contact me to schedule a one-on-one orientation if they could not attend any of the
listed sessions. Out of the 300 emails I sent I received only 9 responses. One was returned as an invalid email, 2 graciously declined any interest in PTK, one informed me they were already a member of our Cocoa chapter, four requested personal orientations, and the last responded that they received invitations from 3 different chapters and were joining the one closest to their home.
It was at this point that I realized we could never meet the requirements for attaining REACH rewards, but our efforts were not in
vain. Though the email campaign was not as successful as I had hoped, our orientation sessions were. We welcomed 27 inductees
into our chapter for the semester, bringing our total to more than 40 new members for 2018.

“This year our tree was
New Mexico and we went

Alpha Zeta Epsilon and the Tree Circle

wild. We had Native
American symbols, Area
51 aliens..”

This past December, Alpha
Zeta Epsilon decorated its 29th
tree on behalf of PascoHernando State College at the
Annual Holiday Tree Circle at
Florida Regional Hospital in
Zepherhills.
Every year, the hospital creates
a holiday tree circle and invites
community groups to decorate
the trees. Originally, there
were fifty trees with one for
each state; but over time, an
International tree and a Veterans’ tree were added.
Our chapter has decorated trees
for many different states including Mississippi, Wisconsin,
Oklahoma, Texas, and, of
course, Florida. Each tree had
a theme, usually representative
of the state. The majority of the

decorations were hand-made.
Among our favorites were the
Hawaii tree with the volcano
topper and the Mississippi tree
with fun facts about the state
printed on the back of 2D drawings of magnolias.
This year our tree was New
Mexico and we went wild. We
had Native American symbols,
Area 51 aliens, papier mache
sombreros, and hot air balloons.
The most time intensive ornaments were the hot air balloons.
We wrapped twine around ½ of
a plastic Easter egg to create
the baskets and attached with
brown pipe cleaners painted
plastic Christmas balls for the
hot air balloons. Hanging on
the tree, the ornaments looked
like hot air balloons floating in

the air.
We spend several chapter meetings creating the ornaments and
listening to holiday music.
It was overall very enjoyable to
spend time together working on
such a special project, and leaning more about the culture of
New Mexico, things associated
with the state, and the silly or
quirky creative ideas that go
along with it.
In the words of one of our
members, “This was a great
opportunity to spend quality
time with my fellow Phi Theta
Kappa members, being creative
and contributing to our community by decorating a Christmas
tree for our local Florida Hospital Zephyrhills.
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Nerds Just Wanna Have Fun.
When the semester is done, nerds just wanna have fun.
Alpha Beta Beta members, officers and advisors finish the semester by blowing off some steam. The Ybor City Campus of Phi Theta Kappa hosts an end of semester fellowship bash at GameTime. Officers vs members, members vs advisors, officers vs officers. Do you know
how competitive Phi Theta Kappans are?
Former Chapter President Doug Evans and current President Esther Nelson went head to head in air hockey. Esther was the reigning champ until Doug took the throne. VP of Service Lyn Graham-Kemp went
down against Professor Evans in basketball and it took a group effort to defeat all the bats and vampires
coming at us while playing the Van Helsing game. Former Chapter President Dakota McCollum has participated in this Fellowship Event with a cast on his arm and no one took it easy on him. Phi Theta Kappans play to win. New Advisor Aymara Evans got to meet some new members and their families, and she
participated instrumental in the capture of many dinosaurs in the Jurassic Park game.
There’s a Pac-Man game that has a twist, you can eat other players after you’ve eaten the energy pellet. How fun is that? We successfully
captures T-Rex after many attempts. The Giant Connect Four game only gives you 10 seconds to make your move, but Phi Theta Kappans
work well under pressure. The variety of games there offered everyone an opportunity to enjoy themselves.
This event allows the chapter members and family and friends to play, laugh, and wind down from the
exhausting academic term. This event is so much fun, there’s lot of laughter, some screaming,“ Please
don’t eat me”, some losing and lots of winning.
Alpha Beta Beta will be doing it again at the end of the Spring term, after all, nerds just wanna have fun.
Wanna come?

GameTime
1600 E. 8th Avenue
Tampa, FL 33605
813-241-9675
Group Rates available
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Alpha Xi Eta presents Microplastics Awareness

Alpha Xi Eta members and alumni at the St. Augustine
Ampitheatre Farmer’s Market on Saturday November
24th, 2018.

“...making chapter history
with a record number of
the PTK Fall 2018
Scholarship application
submissions.”

On Saturday, November 24th, the Alpha Xi Eta chapter of St. Johns
River State College in St.Augustine set-up an educational booth at the
St. Augustine Amphitheatre Farmer’s Market to present our research on
Microplastics in local waterways. The booth was a part of our Honor’s
In Action project in collaboration with the Florida Microplastics Awareness Project and Dr. Maia McGuire of the University of Florida. Our
booth included a research poster showing the data accumulated from
over a dozen water samples from St. Johns County waterways which
were filtered and screened microscopically for the presence of Microplastic debris. We also had educational flyers on hand about the dangers
of Microplastics, information on plastic recycling in St. Johns County as
well as information on local efforts to ban plastic straws and bags. PTK
students were at the booth to answer questions from the public about our
research, our school and the mission of PTK. The interactions we had
with people who stopped by our booth were enlightening, from meeting
a couple from Denmark who shared their experiences with plastic pollution in Europe, to an environmental scientist for the City of Jacksonville
Environmental Quality Department who expressed interested in collaborating on a project on the St. Johns River. The day was a good opportunity for Alpha Xi Eta members to network and spread the word on
Microplastics that threaten our local waters and marine life.

Beta Kappa Iota’s Transfer and Scholarship
Workshops
On Wednesday, January 23rd,
the Beta Kappa Iota chapter
began the new academic term
informing the student body
about Phi Theta Kappa’s membership benefits during a Spring
club rush event. With more
than 35 scholars recruited, our
chapter successfully began a
semester filled with many
helpful events for our members. As part of our chapter’s
College Project, we decided to
continue the work of last
year’s initiative. Last year’s
Transfer Workshops were recognized by the renowned Clinton Global Initiative University
(CGI U), and by networking
with an international-base of
scholars, the Beta Kappa Iota
chapter’s board of officers used
the insights of these interac-

tions to reinvent the initiative.
This year’s College Project will
not only consist of transfer
assistance, but rather include
both Transfer and Scholarship
Workshops. Apart from the
forums, the College Project will
also offer sessions for one-onone assistance with the application process. The project has
already been a success since
being launched last Fall, by
having a total of six Jack Kent
Cooke Undergraduate Scholarship Semi-finalists, and making
chapter history with a record
number of the PTK Fall 2018
Scholarship application submissions. With a Resumé workshop, Transfer workshop, and
Scholarship workshop all set to
take place over the course of

the coming weeks, the Beta
Kappa Iota chapter aims to
continue motivating members
to refine their applications. One
of our chapter’s main objectives consists of highlighting
the benefits of PTK programming such as Five Star Competitive Edge and PTKConnect.org. A large part of the
campaign will also focus on the
PTK Spring 2019 Scholarship
application. With a total of
eight scholars from the Beta
Kappa Iota chapter recognized
as 2018 Coca-Cola Leaders of
Promise, our chapter is aiming
to exceed last year’s mark and
help produce more recipients of
the acclaimed scholarship.
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Beta Alpha Iota’s Texas Roadhouse Fundraiser for PTK Catalyst
In January 2019, our chapter, Beta Alpha Iota, at Miami Dade College Homestead Campus, held a fundraiser at Texas Roadhouse to continue raising money for our first breath-taking PTK Catalyst International Convention in Orlando, Florida. To promote our fundraiser, we
spread the word through flyers that showed that for every food purchase, our chapter would receive 10%. The flyers were sent through
campus email to all students and were also handed out all around campus by our PTK members and professors that wanted to help. Not to
mention, spreading the word on social media such as Facebook, Instagram, and Snapchat, made a huge difference.
The night of our fundraiser, customers would stop to listen to why we were there, which made them more eager to support us and give us
donations. And seeing this gave us the stamina to not give up and to reach our goal. As almost a dozen of our chapter members welcomed
restaurant guests, our excitement grew because we knew we were getting closer and closer to experiencing our first PTK international convention. Although the weather wasn’t on our side and there was a little thunderstorm, it did not stop us from working hard. We prepared
for the rain with umbrellas and even helped some customers to get inside dry. This gave us the opportunity to speak with them and explain
to them why we were raising money. For those that have never been to Texas Roadhouse, the table servers do “dance offs” in between
meals. A few of our members were able to join them in this dance and have fun while we worked, which made it extremely worthwhile
and ten times more fun.

Beta Alpha Iota members Ramiro Castillo, Chislon Griffiths, Dejha
Morgan, David Garcia, Elizabeth Kuehne, Thalia Canales Santiago,
Professor Mark Chiappone, and Shaquille Reid.

Beta Alpha Iota members Chislon Griffiths,
Dejha Morgan, and Idalmy Cedeno, having
an amazing dance with the waiters at Texas
Roadhouse.

Throughout the evening, it was a night to remember. The restaurant staff was fully supportive and fun to be around, our MDC customers
and the usual customers were generous in their donations, and our chapter moved a step closer to our goal.
In addition to wanting to raise money, embracing new members and bonding with each other is what made us become a family. And this,
is something that no one can take away from our chapter. We believe that family isn't always blood; it's the people in life who want you in
theirs, the ones who accept you for who you are and support you, the ones that help you succeed in life and cheer you on when you reach
the end. It’s someone that works hard with you from start to end and makes it fun.
Our PTK chapter, Beta Alpha Iota, is a growing family that will never stop growing. Because of this fundraiser at Texas Roadhouse and
many more to come, our PTK family will soon be able to go to our first International Convention in Orlando, Florida and have a transformative weekend with PTKers from all around the world!

Beta Alpha Iota members, Elizabeth Kuehne and
David Garcia greeting the customers outside.
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Balloon Volleyball with Eta Nu and Veterans
Eta Nu has a
long history of service in the community, and with each New Year, our chapter seeks out opportunities to become even more involved. In the past year, our chapter started a new initiative to volunteer with retired veterans,
keeping them company and helping them to remain active, when many are wheelchair bound or with limited
mobility. To that end, our chapter has volunteered monthly at the Bay Pines VA Center in a unique and entertaining game, called balloon volleyball. Each month our Vice President of Service spearheads the initiative,
gathering a team of ten volunteers who agree to take a couple of hours out of their weekend to go to the facility
at Bay Pines. The residents are overjoyed to have visitors, and each of our members enjoys keeping them company, hearing their stories, and sharing a good laugh as we play our game. And how that game is played, one
might wonder. The residents are divided into two teams. Each team positions their chairs on either side of the
net, with our members sitting with them in chairs of our own. A balloon is used instead of a regular volleyball,
for obvious safety reasons, but the balloon ends up adding an interesting wrinkle in the game, as it tends to move
in unexpected ways. This can lead to some rather humorous outcomes, as the balloon is bounced off the ceiling
sometimes. Competition is very spirited among the residents and chapter members, but fun is had all around.
The most rewarding aspect of this initiative has been seeing the expressions of joy and happiness on the residents’ faces as we talk and play our game. For our chapter, helping to brighten the days of retired veterans is the
least we can do to these individuals who have given so much for us and the generations to come.

The Holidays with Sigma Mu
Phi Theta Kappa’s Sigma Mu chapter of Northwest Florida State College celebrated
the holiday season and concluded another successful semester of chapter activities
with a holiday party. Members and prospective members enjoyed a potluck style
feast consisting of everything from pigs in a blanket to marshmallow snowmen. The
food was preceded by a group bonding game that encouraged learning everyone’s
names. In addition to the social benefits of the game, gift cards to local restaurants
and other prizes were awarded to the first to complete the game.
Next we had a little chapter business to complete. Chapter officers delivered updates
on Sigma Mu’s progress on its College Project and Honors in Action Project. Due to
the diligence their organizers and the help of their participants, both projects are very
near completion.
Lastly we had officer elections for Spring semester. After candidates delivered a brief
speech about their qualifications and plans inoffice, we voted. Chosen as Chapter
Secretary was Marie Ream. Previous chapter president Jennifer Smalley was unable
to run for reelection due to her graduation but she received praise for her exceptional
work over multiple terms as Chapter President. Former Chapter Vice-President DJ
Scott was elected to fill the vacant position of President. Elected as the new Vice
President was Cierra Burlison. This election also saw the new position of Student
Government Liaison, whose responsibilities include attending Student Government
meetings and acting as an extension of the chapter to the Student Government. Collegiate High School senior Noah Quinones was voted to fill the position. Collegiate
students got further representation within the chapter’s governing body with the
reelection of CHS Senior and incumbent historian Natasha Skrovanek. The meeting
concluded with a group congratulations for all that the chapter had accomplished in
the past semester, optimism for what would be accomplished in the coming semester,
and excitement for winter break.
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Blizzard Blast!
Phi Theta Kappans know that service is one of the organizations four hallmarks. Volunteering is important to us as we interact with and
create connections within our communities. The importance of service is why the Upsilon Eta chapter is so very excited to announce that
its partnership with Spina Bifida of Jacksonville (SBJ) has recently unveiled a new event. This event, benefitting the children across Jacksonville with Spina Bifida, is a winter themed event called Spina Bifida of Jacksonville Blizzard Blast!
This event was created by SBJ and they asked our chapter to help host because of our 30+ year standing relationship with them hosting
various events annually. This Blizzard Blast brought in over 15 volunteers from the chapter including alumni, current members, potential
members, even partners from other organizations Upsilon Eta partners with. We really brought the community together to help put on this
event.
During the event there were a lot of fun activities going on for all the attendees. There were snow cones with various flavors.
There were numerous crafts such as building gingerbread houses and snow globes. There were snowball fights going on through the entire
event. There were even gift giveaways for the children and their families. There were volunteers in various costumes such as The Flash,
Elsa from Frozen, Spiderman, and much more.
Events like these are vital to creating new connections between organizations that could potentially lead to new collaborations.
This is a unique way for us to engage our chapter’s members and show a portion of what being a Phi Theta Kappan is all about. In fact,
from this event, many of our members have formed newfound friendships with other members and members of the community to experience another beneficial facet of being involved in Phi Theta Kappa’s community engagement events.
Our chapter is always proud to be able to have the opportunity to host such events. In short, we believe these events provide an
amazing opportunity to those children the event was created for, the families of those children, and even the volunteers.

Fellowship with Xi Pi
Xi Pi has always been a very competitive chapter. The officers and members of Xi Pi encourage this competitive spirit and to encourage
chapter participation and fun. With this in mind, the Vice President of fellowship Robert Wade decided to host a fellowship Event that
would push the chapter to its competitive edge. When Brainstorming what this event could possibly be the official members realized
how much random trivia that a majority of the chapter members knows. This sparked the idea for the first Xi Pi trivia night. Members of
the chapter are brought out food either store bought or made in their own home.

A total of 15 people showed up to our event and we split them into two halves of the room. We asked a plethora of questions from the
game trivial pursuit in which the categories were random. This event would enable members of the chapter to come out and not only
show their academic strengths but also create a competitive and loving environment. While in the middle of the trivia night the officers
could really see how the members were bonding and becoming closer with this event. Whenever a member got the question wrong they
were not criticized but they were just told to shake it off it’s ok and they said encouraging words to each other that would help them try
even harder to get the next question right.

This event showed the officers that through tough situations that the chapter might not be able to work through that we will encourage
each other to do our best even though we might not always have the answers. This event was a very bonding experience and none of the
members nor the officers would trade it for anything in the world. We had a blast and it showed us that we could rely on each other no
matter the hardships nor the trials.

This is the last Athenian for the Academic Year. Thank you
to everyone who has submitted to the Newsletter.

It has been an honor and a privilege to be in charge of this
Newsletter. We hope to continue doing so in the next year.

KAPPA NU is your communications chapter.

Danielle Bryan | College of
Central Florida
President, Kappa Nu Chapter
Building 2, Room 207
3001 S.W. College Road | Ocala, FL
34474-4415
352-854-2322, ext. 1673
ptk@cf.edu | www.CF.edu

We hope to see all of the Florida Region at Catalyst in April

